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Hello from Adelaide!
Hey book lover, in my last email I shared with you one of my current works
in progress, today I'd like to share my latest release 'Returned', it's a syfy/dystopian fantasy, so a little bit different from Paranormal. Read the blurb
below.

Alien abduction. Time travel. Death threats. Seriously?
Sierra Walker has been missing for 30 years. Her family thought she was
dead, only when Sierra turns up, she hasn’t aged a day. But Earth has
changed drastically.
Biological warfare has decimated the planet. Her home town of
Redmeadow's exists under a dome, and to survive in Redmeadow's, you
must be micro-chipped. No chip? Then it’s off to quarantine for you. And noone has returned from quarantine. Ever. Rumour has it, quarantine stands
for military experiments.
Running from the law, fighting her forbidden attraction to Alrik, the tall, dark
and handsome alien who rescued her, unsure of where her brothers
loyalties lay, and mourning the death of her mother, can Sierra also keep
the secret she’s been desperately trying to hide? The one that could be her
salvation, or her ultimately her demise.

Available now on
Amazon

What I didn't tell you is there is a way you can get your hands on all of my
new books BEFORE they're officially published. For free.
All you have to do is visit this link and fill in your details to be put on my
Advanced Review Copy List (ARC).
What that means is when I have a new book ready, just before release date
I'll send it out to everyone on my ARC list, where you get to read it first and
if you would leave an honest review on Amazon, that'd be awesome. Don't
worry, all the details will be sent in an email, I don't expect you to
remember all this stuff!
Reviews are like currency for Authors, they mean the world to us, so if you
did enjoy my novel FIRST BLADE, please consider leaving an honest review
on Amazon - you only need a few words, I'd really appreciate it. You can
leave a review here.
xoxo
Jane

Jane Hinchey, Author
Adelaide, South Australia
www.JaneHinchey.com
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